PrivacyMaxx Speeds Reporting Times to Protect
Consumers
About this Company
PrivacyMaxx is a leader in identity protection and privacy management solutions providing
services to organizations that maintain private data about consumers. Their solutions serving the
credit information industry require the preparation and exploration of disparate, complex data
sources to produce actionable analytics for their clients. Using Datameer Spectrum and
DynamoDB on AWS, PrivacyMaxx has been able to deliver deeper insights to their clients with
significantly faster analytic cycles to ensure consumer data is protected.
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About Datameer and AWS
In the past, analysts and data scientists would wait up to six months for access to data. The joint Datameer and AWS
solution enables organizations to prepare and publish hundreds of trusted datasets, find the right datasets for their
analytic problems, and create custom datasets in a self-service manner to produce new analytics in minutes rather
than weeks. To learn more about how Datameer and AWS can help your business, visit www.datameer.com
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